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Abstract— Residential buildings account for a significant
proportion of overall energy consumption across the world.
Decentralized room level Air Conditioners (ACs) are a commonplace in developing countries such as India, contributing
a major share (34% in India) of the total residential energy
consumption. Option to independently control each AC presents
a prime opportunity for an energy saving system. Thus, we
propose PACMAN to non-intrusively (using only the temperature
information) predict AC energy consumption prior to usage
and estimate energy consumption post-usage. We discuss various
possible applications and use cases of such feedback for the
occupants. To empirically validate the performance of PACMAN,
we conducted an in-situ study across seven homes in Delhi (India).
We collected around 2200 hours of usage data from the different
ACs, room types, and thermostat temperatures. We achieved an
average accuracy of 85.3% and 83.7% with the best accuracy of
97.0% and 93.3% for the estimation and prediction of AC energy
consumption respectively, across all homes. Towards the end, we
discuss various outlier scenarios, opening up multiple directions
for further research in this domain.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Developing countries, such as India, have widespread use
of room level air conditioners (AC) across residential buildings. These ACs contribute significantly to aggregate building
energy consumption, especially in the urban areas. In spite
of such noteworthy contribution, residential occupants possess
little understanding of most suitable AC settings1 to optimize
the tradeoff between their comfort and electricity bill [1]. This
widespread presence, together with the little understanding
of optimal settings make ACs an attractive target for energy
conservation. However, a real-time and actionable feedback
about AC settings e.g. energy impact of the increase in set
temperature by each degree, is largely missing today.
In this work, we propose PACMAN, an end-to-end feedback
system that leverages room temperature data for estimation and
prediction of AC energy consumption. We define AC usage as
the time duration from the time AC is switched on to the time it
is switched off, manually by the occupant. Energy estimation,
post-usage, targets informative feedback to the occupant about
the impact of the chosen settings, eventually supporting better
decision making over time. Predictive feedback, at the beginning of the usage, aims at influencing occupants’ behavior,
when it matters the most, leading to real savings.
1 In this paper, we limit the scope of AC settings to thermostat temperature,
interchangeably referred to as set temperature.

A direct method for measuring energy consumption involves
using in-line (intrusive) plug monitors [2]. However, such
plug monitors are typically unavailable in high current ratings,
required for handling large transient current flow associated
with AC switching on events. Besides, PACMAN records the
ambient room temperature to non-intrusively estimate and also
predict AC energy consumption. Many pervasive devices such
as smartphones2 and wearables come with embedded ambient
temperature sensors thus making it much easier to collect
this information than the energy data from plug monitors.
PACMAN uses room temperature (gathered from pervasive
devices) and weather information (accessed from third party
weather stations) to develop a thermal model for the room.
The thermal model then generates predictive feedback for
the occupants, at the time they switch on the AC, wherein
PACMAN projects the energy consumption of AC for different
set points. At the beginning of an AC usage, such predictions
act as a feedback, motivating energy efficient action. Learned
thermal model together with estimated and predicted energy
consumption can be useful for various applications such as:
1) Fault detection in AC
2) Optimzed AC control to reduce its energy consumption.
3) If fused with smart meter data, it can improve disaggregation accuracy for NILM algorithms [3].
4) Identifying changes in the thermal behavior of the room
(e.g. detect door/window being open while using the AC).
However, accounting for such thermal behavior of a room
implies accounting for quality of insulation, occupancy count,
and occupants’ activities being undertaken. Using temperature
as a proxy for AC energy consumption reveals open challenges associated with them. Thermostat fitted inside the AC
principally governs the control circuitry of an AC. Although,
temperature at any location in the room is different from
the temperature observed by the AC thermostat (primarily
regulated by thermodynamics in a room), as shown in Figure 1a. As a result, prediction and estimation of AC operation
based on temperature observed at different locations in the
room is non-trivial. Besides, we noticed other non-intuitive
dynamics in AC power consumption that further complicate
using temperature as a proxy for energy consumption. AC
energy consumption should intuitively increase with a decrease
in the set temperature. However, Figure 1b observed deviations
2 http://goo.gl/4YXMmy
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Fig. 1: Room temperature recorded at multiple locations
(L1-Front of AC, L2-Farther from AC, L3-Attached bathroom with door closed, L4-Other Corner of Room) at set
temperature of 20◦ C (Left). (b) Set temperature insufficient metric to report AC energy consumption (Right).
from the expected behavior (mainly due to the impact of the
thermal environment in the room and weather conditions).
PACMAN system is the first attempt in this direction to
address many of these challenges while still achieving up to
97.0% estimation accuracy and 93.3% prediction accuracy. We
discuss these challenges in detail later in the paper.
Compared with commercial products, such as Nest [4],
PACMAN provides near real-time feedback to the occupant
about the impact of their current settings to potentially motivate a change in their behavior for setting up slightly higher set
temperatures. A previous study [5] has shown that the energy
saving features of Nest such as Auto-Schedule and Auto-Away
failed to make any impact. Learned model in Nest requires
occupants to follow a schedule based on which it takes the
decision. However, it made erroneous assumptions about the
occupants’ intent of using different temperatures accompanied
by unwanted changes in the schedule. In contrast, PACMAN
provides the occupant a freedom to take actions based on the
provided insights without making assumptions about the intent
of their actions while learning. Further, PACMAN seeks to
address a much more challenging problem in the context of
room level ACs, using only easy to collect ambient temperature information (different from the context of Nest, involving
central ACs and using other sensors such as occupancy).
We evaluated PACMAN using real data (consisting of both
room level temperature and AC power consumption) collected
from 5 different ACs used across seven rooms in 7 homes, for
a total duration of 2200 hours. PACMAN achieved an average
accuracy of 85.3% and 83.7% with the best accuracy of 97.0%
and 93.3% for the estimation and prediction of AC energy
consumption, respectively, across all homes. We provide a
detailed discussion of different usage scenarios that made nonintrusive AC energy prediction complicated, opening up some
concrete problems for future research in this domain. To the
best of our knowledge, ours is the first work in non-intrusive
estimation and prediction of energy consumption of room level
air conditioners using only ambient temperature data.

II. R ELATED W ORK
Optimization of HVAC systems for energy conservation
has been well studied in the past. Appliance-level feedback
can be provided by direct monitoring (using plug loads) [6]
or by disaggregating meter level data into appliance level
consumption [7] using machine learning algorithms. However,
using such direct or indirect monitoring systems in the context
of AC usage, typically limits the feedback to actual energy
consumed without getting into the details of estimation and
prediction of energy and its interdependence on set temperature. Disaggregation algorithms [8], [9], [10], [11], [12],
when combined with our proposed system, will only help in
improving the overall accuracy of our system.
Several studies tried to make thermostats more intelligent to
optimize AC energy consumption. Programmable thermostats
were the initial efforts in this direction where occupants were
able to give fixed schedules. However, Sachs et. al. [13]
showed that households with simple thermostats saved more
energy on average than programmable thermostats. Commercial reactive thermostats such as Nest [4] claimed energy
savings based on its intelligent AC control that require learning
a schedule before taking actions. But, one of the participants
in a survey [5] reported Nest as arrogant due to its nature
of forcing their decision on occupants based on its inaccurate
learning. Similar attempts [14], [15] were made to actuate AC
based on the occupancy and sleeping patterns. Scott et al. [16]
proposed sensors based actuation while Rogers et al. [17]
introduced a system to control heating based on calculated
thermal comfort in real-time. Studies in Indian context [18],
[19] showed that automated sensor based HVAC control could
have false positives from sensors leading to energy wastage or
false negatives leading to occupants’ discomfort.
Various metrics such as Predicted Mean Vote (PMV) [20] or
other similar metrics [21] were proposed in the personalized
home heating domain to address occupants’ comfort. However,
recent study [22] showed that one type of sensor is insufficient
and ineffective at capturing the larger thermal comfort picture
of the room. Thus, the objective of PACMAN is to reasonably
learn the thermal model of the room based on historical usages.
Decisions on comfort level are left to the occupants while
providing them with information, relating set temperature with
energy consumption, using the learned model.
Recent work by Rogers et al. [23] (closest to our work)
proposed MyJuolo whereby a USB based temperature logger
collected room temperature data. Using this data, they learned
a thermal model for the room, involving several parameters
including leakage rate, heating rate, and thermal noise within
the room. However, their process requires significant intervention from occupants and also a static thermal model that might
give inaccurate predictions with varying operating and weather
conditions. In contrast, PACMAN uses data across multiple
usages, collected in real time, making it more effective for
prediction of AC energy consumption. Updating the thermal
model in PACMAN, accounting for dynamic operating and
weather conditions, require no effort from the occupant thus
making it user-friendly as well.

Fig. 2: Use case of PACMAN: When the AC is switched ON, the set temperature and weather forecast is used with
the learned model to predict the AC energy consumption at multiple set temperatures. When the AC is switched off,
PACMAN estimates AC energy consumption during the usage. The collected room temperature data and corresponding
weather conditions from recent n historical usages are used to update the thermal model.
III. U SE C ASE
Figure 2 presents a typical usage scenario for PACMAN
system. Alice has a smartphone with an application to control
AC that also has access to ambient temperature from the sensor
embedded in the phone. Various commercial devices [24],
[25] provide such mobile applications for the users. These
devices come with IR interface to communicate with the AC
but lack the intelligence built into the PACMAN system. Such
a combination is similar to intelligent control of central HVAC
systems as performed by Google Nest [4], while also taking
account of energy savings and Alice’s comfort.
As Alice switches on the AC, PACMAN extracts the
weather forecast, for the area surrounding her residence, from
an online weather service. Weather forecast, together with
the thermal model of her room (learned from the historical
usage) is used to predict the AC energy consumption around
its desired set temperature for a duration mentioned by her.
Using the predictions, PACMAN estimates the cost Alice will
pay if she runs AC at the specified set temperature, together
with savings possible with increase in set temperature by each
degree. Such information can assist her to decide the tradeoff
between cost (in terms of the electricity bill) and comfort (in
terms of desired room temperature).
PACMAN as a backend service also provides room temperature readings together with weather conditions in realtime for easy accessibility of information to Alice and her
better engagement. At the end of each AC usage, PACMAN
estimates the AC energy consumption for the recent usage
using the collected room temperature data. Estimated energy
can help her understand the impact of her chosen settings and
decide them appropriately over time. As PACMAN receives
AC on and off instances, it can also improve the accuracy of

NILM algorithms performing energy disaggregation for other
appliances using meter level data. It can help her gain better
insight into her electricity bills and take informative decisions
(e.g. replacing an energy inefficient refrigerator).
In its final step, PACMAN learns the thermal model using
the collected room temperature and weather conditions. The
learned thermal model represent thermodynamic properties of
the surrounding. It can be used to detect abnormal behavior
of the occupants (e.g. Open window) or anomalous appliance
behavior (e.g. AC Condensor working improperly).
The primary contribution of our work is to provide informative feedback on energy efficient usage of AC by developing a
thermal model using easy-to-collect temperature data. Extension to other use-cases such as anomaly detection, automated
control, and improved disaggregation is left for future work.
IV. PACMAN A RCHITECTURE
We designed PACMAN to model AC power consumption
using room temperature and weather information to output
actionable insights for the occupants at successive phases
(from prediction to estimation) of AC usage. Keeping in
mind the modularity and extensibility of the PACMAN, we
partitioned it into three major components namely PACMANL, PACMAN-P, and PACMAN-Engine. It works as a backend
service capable of supporting various commercial devices [24],
[25] providing their own mobile frontends.
PACMAN-L utilizes the set temperature, room temperature,
and weather conditions, during an AC usage, to learn the
following thermal parameters for the room:
1) Cooling Rate: The rate at which AC dissipates heat from
the room.
2) Leakage Rate: The rate at which room gets heated because of its structure and thermal insulation. The structure
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Fig. 3: Illustration for estimation of AC state using the room temperature data going through various stages (Left to
Right); (A) Sample usage from an apartment, (B) ∆Tact along with detected clusters for the usage, (C) Event detection
and matching after filtering only RampU p (significant increase in temperature) amd RampDown (significant decrease
in temperature) events, (D) Estimated AC state with actual power consumption of AC
Algorithm 1: Algorithm to estimate AC state

/* K-Mean clustering with 3 clusters */
Clustering:
3:[C1 , C2 , C3 ] ← K-Mean(∆Tact , 3)
4:E1 ← Min([C1 , C2 , C3 ]) // RampDown Event
5:E2 ← Max([C1 , C2 , C3 ]) // RampU p Event
/* Detect AC state on labeled series */
Event Detection:
t0
← 1 // AC state at start of usage
6:Sest
7:curr event ← E1 // Current event
8:search ← E2 // Next event to detect
9:for t ← t(1) to tof f do
(t)
10:
if C(∆Tact ) == search then
11:
curr event ← search;
(t)
12:
if search == E2 then Sest ← 0, search ← E1 ;
(t)
13:
else Sest ← 1, search ← E2 ;
14:
else Retain previous state and event ;
includes various factors such as the number of windows,
area of the room and material of the walls.
3) Thermal Noise: Variations in the room temperature due
to factors such as open window (external to the room)
or heat generated by various appliances (internal to the
room). The thermal noise indicates the effect of these
sources, on the room temperature.
PACMAN-L also estimates the AC energy consumption using
the temperature data, collected at the end of each AC usage.
PACMAN-P is the prediction component providing energy
consumption at various set temperatures, considering weather
forecast for that duration. When the AC is switched on,
PACMAN-P takes as input the set temperature, thermal parameters learned from historical usages and weather forecast
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Fig. 4: AC as two state diagram with possible transitions
(Left). ∆Tact and ∆Tset sufficient features to classify AC
state while learning and predicting (Right). White dot
indicates Con , while black dot indicates Cof f state.
to then predict the AC energy consumption prior to usage.
PACMAN-Engine is an administrative component that controls other elements of PACMAN and interacts with weather
service to extract weather data for them.
In future, we plan to release this service (interfaced with
Tado [24]) as an extension to the proposed architecture.
V. S YSTEM I MPLEMENTATION
PACMAN is implemented in Python while utilizing several
libraries supporting machine learning tools (e.g. Pandas and
scikit-learn). We now discuss the implementation details for
each component of PACMAN, as outlined in Section IV.
A. PACMAN-L
As the occupant switches off the AC, PACMAN-L gathers
the time annotated room and outside temperature data measured at a mismatched sampling rate for the duration (d =
tof f − t(0) , where t(0) , tof f are the timestamps when AC
was switched on and off respectively) AC was on at set
temperature (Tset ). To time align, this module resamples the
collected data to 1 reading every 2 minutes and interpolates
the missing values using linear interpolation3 .
3 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Linear

interpolation

Experimental Setup
#ID
#Days Used Set
Temperatures
1
15
27, 28
2
9
20, 23, 26
3
13
25, 26, 27
4
41
28
5
9
25
6
12
28, 29
7
9
18, 25

Air Conditioner Technical Specifications
Model
Tonnage Rated
Power
(Watts)
O-General AXZB18GNL-W 1.5
2180
O-General
1.5
2180
Hitachi RAU518HTD
1.5
1570
Haier HW-18L2H/2013
1.5
1950
Carrier GWRAC 018DR002 1.5
1950
LG L-Crescent 1.5TR 5-Star 1.5
1600
Hitachi RAV518HTD
1.5
1575

Floor
Area
(sq.mt)
20.06
13.2
20.06
20.06
13.2
20.06
20.06

Room Specifications
Window Occupancy
Width
(meter)
2
1-2
2
2-3
2
1-2
2
1-2
2
3-4
2
1-2
2
1-2

Floor
Ratio
2/2
2/12
5/12
5/12
6/12
7/12
9/12

TABLE I: We collected data from seven rooms. Second column represents number of days we collected the data, third
column shows various Tset used during the study. AC technical specifications are as supplied by the manufacturer.
Room specifications, that impact thermal modeling, includes occupancy denoting average # of occupants in the room
and floor ratio representing proportion of room’s floor number to total floors in the building
1) Estimation: Figure 3a exhibits the correlation between
the room temperature and AC power consumption. As the
room achieves a temperature Tof f , close to Tset (24◦ C), the
compressor turns off resulting in an increase in the room
temperature. When the room temperature increases beyond
a threshold, Ton (this threshold varies for different AC and
their set temperatures), the compressor is turned on again,
and the room temperature starts decreasing. As a result, the
room temperature keeps fluctuating around Tset resulting in
multiple compressor cycles during an AC usage. Thus, we
assume an AC to be a device with two-states namely (see
Figure 4a); (1) Compressor On (Con ), and (2) Compressor Off
(Cof f ), where transition depends upon Ton , Tof f , Tact , and
(t)
(t)
(t−1)
(t)
∆Tact defined as ∆Tact = Tact − Tact . Tact is the room
(t)
temperature and ∆Tact signifies an increase or decrease in
room temperature at tth time instance. We observed from our
dataset that during state transition there is a sudden decrease
(RampDown) and increase (RampU p) in room temperature
corresponding to Con and Cof f states respectively (Figure 3b).
Leveraging on this observation, we run K-Means clustering
over ∆Tact , to identify RampU p and RampDown events
within the usage followed by event matching (Figure 3c) to
detect corresponding AC state at any time during the usage.
PACMAN-L uses estimation algorithm (Algorithm 1) to output
Sest , a vector of 0 (Cof f ) and 1 (Con ) indicating AC state at
any point during the usage.
Ptof f
( t=t(0) S (t) − 1)
Energy = Prated ×
×2
60

(1)

Equation 1 maps AC state (S) to an estimate of AC energy
consumption (Energy in KW h) using the rated power (Prated
in KW ) mentioned by the AC manufacturer.
2) Learning: The control circuitry for a particular AC
uses its set temperature to switch the compressor state. However, the room temperature (as observed at another location
in a room, and used in PACMAN-L) corresponding to the
compressor on or off instance, deviates from the temperature seen by AC (Figure 1a). To simplify this complex
interdependence between Tact and Tset , we learn an AC
(t)
state classifier over ∆Tact and ∆Tset (defined as ∆Tset =

Algorithm 2: Algorithm to predict Tpred and Spred
(0)

Input: Tact , Tset , dpred , θ, Text
Output: Tpred , Spred
/* Current Temperature and AC State
Data Initialization:
(0)
t(0)
;
1:Tpred = Tact
(0)
2:Spred = 1 ;

*/

/* Predict ∆Tact and AC state
*/
Prediction Loop:
3:for t ← t(0) to tof f do
(t+1)
(t)
(t)
(t)
(t)
4:
∆Tact = α ∗ (Tpred − Text ) + β ∗ Spred + γ ∗ Text + ;
(t+1)
(t)
(t+1)
5:
Tpred = Tpred + ∆Tact ;
(t+1)
(t+1)
6:
∆Tset = Tpred − Tset ;
(t+1)
(t+1)
(t+1)
7:
Spred = RDF (∆Tact , ∆Tset );
(t)

Tact − Tset ), sufficient to classify AC state (Figure 4b).
We use Random Forest Classifier (RDF) as AC state clas(1)
(2)
(3)
sifier over ∆Tact = {∆tTact , ∆tTact , ∆tTact , ...} and ∆Tset =
(3)
(2)
(1)
{∆tTset , ∆tTset , ∆tTset , ...} using a python library [26].
Next we learn our thermal model, which is an adapted
version of earlier presented model [23]. Room temperature
(Tact ) at any time instance depends upon numerous factors
as discussed in previous sections. However, we explicitly
considered the effect of AC cooling and external temperature
for our thermal model (Equation 2), while accounting for all
other dynamic factors as thermal noise in the room.
(t+1)

(t)

(t)

(t)

(t)

∆Tact = α ∗ (Tact − Text ) + β ∗ Sest + γ ∗ Text + 
(t)

(t)

(2)

Text is the external temperature and Sest depicts estimated AC
state, at the tth instance of the AC usage. Learned parameters
of the model are; (1) Leakage Rate (α), (2) Cooling Rate (β),
(3) Thermal noise due to external sources (γ), and (4) Thermal
noise due to internal sources (). To learn unknown parameters
(θ = {α, β, γ, }), we first compute dependent variables
(t)
(t)
(t)
(t)
(t+1)
(∆Tact ) and independent variables [(Tact − Text ), Sest , Text ]
for previous n recent usages. Then we use linear regression
over the feature matrix to learn the unknown parameters.
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Fig. 5: Validation of different datasets used for the empirical evaluation of PACMAN.
B. PACMAN-P
PACMAN captures AC set temperature from the occupant,
together with her location, to predict AC energy consumption
for dpred , the time duration for which occupant wants to
predict. By default, PACMAN-P predicts for a duration which
is average of all historical usages. For the sake of evaluation
purpose we assume dpred = d for every usage.
Algorithm 2 presents our prediction algorithm to predict
room temperature (Tpred ) and AC state (Spred ) before using
the air conditioner. Prediction algorithm uses parameter vector,
θ = {α, β, γ, } learned over recent n historical usages,
t(0)
current room temperature (Tact
), AC set temperature (Tset ),
prediction duration (dpred ) and, weather forecast (Text ) as
input to first predict ∆Tact . Then it uses learned AC state
classifier (RDF) along with ∆Tact to predict AC state (Spred )
for the entire prediction duration (dpred ).
C. PACMAN-Engine
PACMAN-Engine uses Wunderground4 for weather forecast, historical weather data and real time update of outside
temperature. It also manages learned models from historical
t(0)
t(0)
,
, Text
usages along with meta information such as d, Tact
Tset and various other statistics related to prediction and
estimation for every AC usage.
VI. E VALUATION
We conducted an in-situ study in seven different rooms of
seven homes over a period of approximately three months.
During our data collection, we collected room temperature,
power consumption, and external temperature data without
interfering occupants’ daily schedule. From each home, we
collected data in different time intervals across three months.
We used power consumption data as ground truth for the
evaluation purpose. Table I summarizes environment of the
seven rooms with their AC specifications.
A. Experimental Setup
We interfaced a temperature sensor from Maxim5 , with
an accuracy of 0.5◦ C, over a single board computer6 to
4 http://www.wunderground.com/
5 http://datasheets.maximintegrated.com/en/ds/DS18B20.pdf
6 http://www.raspberrypi.org/
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Fig. 6: PACMAN achieved higher F-Scores across all the
rooms except for the one with improper sensor positioning
(e.g Room-6). It classified majority percentage of Con
events (80%) when averaged across all the rooms
record room temperature data at 1Hz. Each home had a three
phase power supply with a clear knowledge of the phase
supplying power to the AC under monitoring. Using modbus
enabled smart electricity meter, we extracted the AC power
consumption from the phase level power consumption. We
recorded weather conditions using Wunderground API that
provided two readings of historical weather information for
every hour and one reading of weather forecast every hour.
Besides, we also collected usage related information such as
time at which AC was switched on and switched off along
with set temperature of AC for that usage from the occupants.
During this in-situ deployment, we recorded average external
temperature to be 28◦ C, with the minimum at 25◦ C and
maximum at 33◦ C.
B. Evaluation Criteria
Using Equation 3 and 4, we evaluate the performance
of PACMAN in estimating (Eest ) and predicting (Epred )
AC energy consumption when compared with actual energy
consumed (Eact ), collected for evaluation purpose.
Eest/pred − Eact
× 100
Eact
while, prediction accuracy as:
error
Eest/pred
=

acc
error
Eest/pred
= 100 − |Eest/pred
|

(3)

(4)

error
where, Eest/pred
is the error in estimating/predicting AC enacc
ergy consumption and Eest/pred
denotes estimation/prediction
accuracy of AC energy consumption.

C. Data Validation
Datasets used as proxy, e.g. weather data from weather
service as a proxy for external temperature and historical
external temperature for the weather forecast, are validated
for their accuracy before using for the evaluation purpose. To
validate the accuracy of external temperature data as provided
by weather service, we recorded temperature in our campus
for few days. For the same duration, we extracted historical
weather data from the weather service. Results (Figure 5a)
show that the historical temperature provided by the weather
service is close to the actual external temperature with a mean
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Fig. 7: Although Random Bias had comparable F-Scores but poor prediction accuracy [7a]. Comparison of AC energy
estimation [7b, 7c, 7d] and prediction [7f, 7g, 7h] accuracy based on various influencing parameters - room (for thermal
properties), set temperature (being directly used in the prediction model) and AC manufacturer (possibly leading to
different control mechanisms). 7e show that for n = 10 (recent historical usages), system achieved the peak value
absolute deviation (MAD) of 0.3◦ C. Since PACMAN takes
weather forecast, from the weather service, for the prediction
acc
of AC energy consumption, the Epred
depends on the accuracy
of the weather forecast. We collected both the forecasted
temperature and historical temperature from the website for
the duration of 34 hours and observed an MAD of 0.8◦ C, as
shown in Figure 5b.
D. Analysis of AC State Detection during Estimation

E. Sensitivity Analysis
PACMAN learns from historical n usages to predict for the
(n + 1)th usage. To select the value of n, we measured the
average prediction accuracy for all the rooms while varying its
value till 15 (Figure 7e). We observed that average prediction
accuracy averaged over all the rooms (dotted line) achieves
peak at 10 and doesn’t show significant improvement beyond
that. Thus, we used ten recent historical usages to learn our
thermal model to predict for the next usage.

The performance of PACMAN in estimating AC energy
consumption depends upon the accurate classification of AC
state at any time instance during the usage. The result (Figure 6) show that temperature data is sufficient to estimate AC
state at any instance of time with an average F-Score of 80.0%
across all the rooms and the best F-score being 94.5%. We
observed a poor classification accuracy for Room-6, where
sensor was kept far away from the AC. This introduced a
lag between the actual and predicted values leading to poor
F-Scores but decent prediction and estimation accuracy. However, classification accuracy can be improved in such scenarios
by keeping sensor close to the AC. We also compared our
approach with a random bias approach, i.e. assuming AC state
to be Con always (Figure 7a) except for two time instances;
(1) Before occupant switches on the AC, (2) After occupant
switches off the AC. However, such a naive approach had
comparable f-score but high number of false positives and
acc
thus poor prediction accuracy (Epred
).

F. Analysis of AC Energy Estimation & Prediction Accuracy
We evaluate the estimation and prediction accuracy of
PACMAN for each room (with different combination of room
and AC specifications), each set temperature across different
homes and ACs, and across different AC manufacturers to understand the general applicability of PACMAN across diverse
usages. Figure 7b presents the variation in estimation of AC
energy consumption, using room temperature data, across all
the rooms. Similarly, Figure 7f presents box plot for room
level prediction accuracy in energy forecast of AC usage. We
recorded an estimation accuracy of 85.3% (Best-97.0%) and
prediction accuracy of 83.7% (Best-93.3%) when averaged
over all the rooms. Further, during our experiment, occupants
used AC at various set temperatures, as shown in Column 3 of
Table I. Figure 7g and 7c shows that neither the estimation and
nor the prediction were biased to a specific set temperatures,
for all the rooms. For example, since 18◦ C was used only for
Room-7, its variation in estimation and prediction accuracy
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Fig. 8: ∆on [8a] and ∆of f [8b] varies across all the rooms during usages. Varying ∆on and ∆of f misalign the predicted
temperature cycles from actual temperature cycles [8c]. Similarly occupants’ intervention distorts actual temperature
cycles resulting in poor classification of AC state during predcitions [8d].
is similar. Across all the set temperatures, we observed that
the average prediction accuracy was 82.4% with best accuracy
of 93.2%, while the average estimation accuracy was 85.2%
with best accuracy of 100.0%. For prediction, we had few
set temperatures as it excludes those points that were used
for learning the thermal model initially. There were only
a small number of usages at some of the set temperatures
thus resulting in smaller variation in prediction accuracy for
such temperature settings. Figure 7d and Figure 7h illustrates
energy prediction and estimation accuracy, respectively, based
on variations in the model of ACs used in our experimentation.
We observed an average accuracy of 84.1% and 85.0% with
best accuracy of 92.6% and 93.3% for the estimation and
prediction of AC energy consumption, respectively.
VII. C HALLENGES A ND D ISCUSSIONS
PACMAN is principally designed for room level ACs and
heavily depends on the room temperature. However, room
temperature depends upon various factors such as sensor
positioning, number of occupants and their activities, among
others. In this section, we analyse the outliers in estimation
and prediction accuracy of PACMAN, caused primarily from
imperfect applicability of the thermal model. This require
further research into inclusion of multiple thermodynamic
properties to enrich the current model being learned.
A. Sensor Position
In a separate controlled experiment, we installed four different temperature sensors at different locations in the room.
Figure 1a shows that temperature seen by AC (L1) is very
different than ambient temperature at other locations (L2, L3,
L4). These variations impact estimation accuracy as temperature drop near the AC (major factor in estimation algorithm)
is significantly larger than a location farther to AC.
Also, AC control algortihm depends upon the return air
temperature that deviates from room temperature at any other
point in the room. ∆on is the temperature difference between
room temperature and Ton , temperature at which compressor
turns on, whereas, ∆of f is the difference from compressor
off temperature i.e. Tof f . Ideally, both should remain constant during an AC usage, depending upon the AC control
algorithm. However, thermal noise around the sensor results

in varying ∆on (Figure 8a) and ∆of f (Figure 8b), as also
observed in our data collection. Lower was the set temperature,
more were the deviations (Room-7). This makes a major
impact on prediction accuracy because predicted state change
might vary from actual state change of AC and this error
accumulates over the time for each usage (Figure 8c). We
deployed temperature sensor in some open space within the
room while also accounting for esthetics in the room to ensure
its presence is comfortable to the occupants. In the future, we
plan to enrich PACMAN to automatically classify the location
of temperature sensor with reference to the AC in the room and
accordingly adapt the thermal model for improved accuracy.
B. Occupants’ Interference
Occupants interfere in two ways, either by changing AC
settings or by performing activies that impact temperature
surrounding the sensor during a usage. Changing AC set
temperature was observed frequently in our deployment across
all the rooms resulting in poor prediction accuracy in such
scenarios as PACMAN predicted assuming Tset to be constant
during the usage. Similarly, real-time activities of occupants
such as to-and-fro movements from one room to another,
turning on/off other appliances (fans) also affect room temperature significantly. For example (Figure 8d), occupant woke
up around 07:00 AM and impact of his activity is visible.
However, annotating such activities for every usage require
more instrumentation. Such distorted cycles impact both estimation and prediction accuracy as their algorithms being
function of room temperature. However, these challenges
can be addressed by incorporating context information such
as occupancy information to learn a daily schedule of the
occupants for the predictions.
C. Long Usages during Night
During the night, generally AC run for long durations and
external temperature (initially higher) goes lower than the
room temperature in mid of the night. In these scenario, where
the external temperature is lower than the AC set temperature,
the compressor should ideally turn off. PACMAN prediction
model, accounting for variation in external temperature, will
also work as per this ideal scenario. However, due to additional

sources of thermal noise in the room, the compressor may still
continue running, leading to poor prediction accuracy.
Variations in room temperature depend upon numerous
factors such as number of occupants, human activities, the
number of doors & windows together with whether they
are open or closed and thermal appliances present in the
room. However, annotating each factor can make the model
complex along with making it cumbersome for the occupant to
accurately report each of these parameters as and when they
change. Therefore, while compromising on the accuracy in
some of the usage instances, we simplified the thermal model
with Tset as the only input by the occupant. It is important to
note that due to these reasons, accurate prediction of AC state
at any instant is a very complex task. For the use case (giving
energy consumption feedback to the occupants) discussed in
this paper, even if the exact state at majority of the instances
is inaccurate, it is important to achieve high level of accuracy
in energy consumption prediction and estimation. Such a
behavior was also observed with PACMAN whereby while
the precision and recall for the prediction were inaccurate the
overall energy prediction accuracy was still reasonably good.
VIII. C ONCLUSIONS
This paper presents PACMAN, a feedback system to estimate and forecast energy consumption for room level ACs.
The proposed system ensures occupants’ participation by
providing energy consumption feedback to them at successive
phases of AC usage. We proposed diverse use cases of
such feedback ranging from a decision support system for
the occupants to the enhancement of existing disaggregation
algorithms. We conducted an in-situ study across seven rooms
in seven different homes, where PACMAN achieved prediction
accuracy up to 93.3% and estimation accuracy up to 97.0%
across the rooms. To motivate the future work, we outline various outlier scenarios exposing shortcomings of the proposed
system, thus inspiring further research to enrich the thermal
model adapted by PACMAN in this piece of work.
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